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Read and Save These Instructions
This product is protected by United States Federal and/or State Law,including Patent,Trademark and/or Copyright Laws.

WARNING! SHUT POWER OFF AT FUSE OR CIRCUIT BREAKER

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

NOTE: This Remote Control unit is for DC motor type fans only.
The RC1000 Aire Control® System is equipped with a learning frequency function which
has 1024 code combinations to avoid potential interference fr o m other remote units.
Th e frequency o n your Receiver and Transmitter units have been preset at the factory.
We recommend setting up a new frequency while installing ceiling fan instead of using the
initial frequency set by factory. (Fig. 1) To avoid frequency interference from other
surrounding fans. Please use a small size tool to change the setting.
Restore power to ceiling fan and test for proper operation.
Install the two "AAA" 1.5 volt batteries (included). To prevent damage to the transmitter
remove the batteries if it is not used for long periods of time.

1.CREATING A UNIQUE FREQUENCY
Step 1. Within 60 seconds of turning the receiver AC power ON. Press the
transmitter’s “Stop” botton, or until the fans light blinks.
Step 2. Once the receiver has detected the frequency the down light will blink
twice. This will indicate that the receiver has learned the frequency that was
previously selected on the transmitter.
Note: While creating a unique frequency and after the AC power is on, do not press
any other button on the transmitter before pressing the “Stop” button doing so will
cause the procedure to fail.
After completing the steps above, you should be able to operate the ceiling fan and
light. If the fan is not responding to the transmitter, please turn off power to the
receiver and repeat Step 1 and 2. (There is no indication if your fan is not equipped
with a light). Please proceed to test the fan speed to verify the remote and receiver
are on the same frequency.

2.OPERATING THE REMOTE CONTROL/WALL CONTROL
Your DC brushless motor is equipped with a self learning frequency function
remote control. Restore power to ceiling fan and test the transmitter as below
for proper operation: (Fig. 2)
A. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 button:
These six buttons are used to set the fan speed as follows:
1 = Low speed
2 = Medium Low speed
3 = Medium speed
4 = Medium High speed
5 = High speed
6 = Extra High speed
B.
Reverse button: This button is used to change the direction of the
rotation of the blades; forward for warm weather or reverse for cool weather.
C.

button: This button turns the power Off.

D.
Button: These buttons turn the light O N or OFF. The following
instructions apply to ceiling fans that feature a DOWN light ( button)
only or ceiling fans that feature an UP light ( button) and a DOWN light
(
button) that are controlled independent of each other;

Press and release the button for the desired light to turn the light ON or OFF. Press and hold the button to set the desired light
brightness. The light will cycle between bright and dim settings as long as the button is pressed. The light key has an automatic autoresume feature that allows the light to remain at the same brightness as the last time it was turned off.
Note: Minka Aire DC motors have a built in Safety feature against obstructions during operation. If a obstruction is
detected during operation the fan will come to a stop, the obstruction will need to be removed and power will need to be
restet before normal operation commences.

